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Libraries at the Tipping Point:

How eBooks Impact Libraries



Libraries are

screwed.





Then, the format changed, like it had

so many times before, a wave

passing through society, changing

everything it touched just like the

codex had so many years ago.

But this time. something was

fundamentally, hauntingly different.

The age of Licenses had begun.













Libraries have
been through
this before.







How have
other outmoded

technologies
fared?















































So,
what might the
future hold for

the codex...
and the ebook?





“He‟s one bad mother...”

“Shut your mouth,” several

women interjected.

“But, I‟m only talking about

Shaft,” he replied.

“Then, we can dig it.”



Will books go the way 

of Candles, or the 

Gaslamp?













“He‟s one bad

mother...”

“Shut your mouth,”

several women

interjected.

“But, I‟m only talking

about Shaft,” he

replied.

“Then, we can dig it.”



...but here’s the
real problem:



The value of
library collections

are rooted in
the worth of
a local copy.



local copy



local copy



local copy





















We’re so screwed.



We’re so screwed.

Unless...













Back to roots:

Libraries provide 

access to the content 

of the community, not 

content for the 

community











The
20th Century

Library brought
the world to its

community;



The
21st Century

Library brings
its community
to the world.



or...







Kindle

for

Libraries

It‟s just like

the pony you

never got!











It’s already
done tipped.



Circulating
Collections

are an outmoded
technology.







Bonus Answers

Liberal Memorial Library

Liberal, Kansas
Wallace Stegner

Adlai Stevenson New Alexandria Library, Egypt
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Thanks for
listening!

Good luck!

Eli is @ulotrichous on Twitter

Eli‟s avatar furnished by

R Stevens of Easthampton
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Thank you for attending

The Tipping Point webcast.

The archive of this webcast will be available 

for on-demand viewing from October 1 through 

December 31.


